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The Philippines is justifiably known
for its beaches, but the country
isn’t just about finding an isolated

patch of sand and sinking into a sun-
kissed stupor. The 7000-plus islands of
the Philippines offer an array of more
adventurous pursuits that can raise any
adrenaline junkie’s pulse. Here are half-
dozen ideas to find the right island for
your adventure.

Luzon for trekking
Rugged terrain of all stripes makes

the Philippines’ massive main island a
trekkers’ delight. The hiking is best in
the northern Cordillera Mountains.
Camp overnight on peaks such as
2922m Mt Pulag or Mt Napulawan
(2642m) and wake up to watch the sun
rise over the sea of clouds - a magical
sight. Secure guides and camping
equipment before you set out and dress
warmly, as temperatures drop into the
single digits up top. Trekking amid the
Unesco-recognised rice terraces around
Banaue, Ifugao Province, is an experi-
ence not to be missed; while remote
Mountain Province and Kalinga
Province are great places to visit hill
tribes on village-to-village hikes.

Heading south of Manila, volcanoes
are the name of the game. With its per-
fect cone, Mt Mayon  (2462m) in south-
east Luzon is the headliner. ‘Mayon’
means ‘beautiful’ in the local dialect,
but it’s an angry, active beauty. If it’s
rumbling or threatened by a typhoon
don’t climb it, as there have been acci-
dents - heed any warnings and exclu-
sions zones that are in place (see the
Philippine Institute of Volcanology and
Seismology, phivolcs.dost.gov.ph, for
volcano alerts). Several additional volca-
noes line the nine-hour route between
Manila and Mt Mayon along the ‘ring of
fire’.

Luzon has plenty of additional
adventures - surfing on both the east
and west sides of the island, wake-
boarding, mountain biking, rafting, and
kayaking, just to name a few. North
Luzon Outdoor Center  in hippie-haven
Sagada, Mountain Province, organizes
rafting and other tours in the Cordillera.

Samar for spelunking
Any mention of the island of Samar is

usually preceded by the word ‘rugged’.
Surfers speak in awe of the barely acces-
sible waves on the east coast, while the
dense interior forests provide a rare
chance to spot the Philippines’ national
bird, the endangered Philippine Eagle.
But caving is by far the biggest draw.

The tours run by Trexplore out of
Cataloging will blow you away. Don
your full-body canvas spelunking suit
and helmet equipped with a calcium-
carbide gas lamp, and follow your tour
leader into the abyss. For the next five
hours you’ll be swimming through
underground streams, plunging
through karst tunnels, and slithering
under low-hanging stalactites. It’s the
ultimate Indiana Jones adventure.
Multi-day underground odysseys are
also available.

Mindoro for diving
The Philippines are well known as a

top-class dive destination, but the
country’s best scuba spot is somewhat


